About your Technology and Digitisation I book
Technology and Digitisation I ESO is organised into units and projects which bring together the content studied
in the units.

UNITS
Unit introduction
The opening pages are structured in the following way:
A list of the contents and
sections in the unit

UNIT 4
1

Structures

What’s a structure?

Think and discuss
1

5 The evolution of structures
in buildings

2 According to the pie chart,
which part of the cementmaking process produces
most CO2 emissions? Can
we change this?

REVISION ACTIVITIES
TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
Typological analysis of structures
Functional analysis of structures

3 Find out what lime mortar
is. Is it a good alternative to
cement mortar?

WORKING WITH COMPUTERS

An introduction to
the Work on your key
competences task,
which is the Learning
situation
at the end
of the unit

Use the text and the images
to describe the process
of making cement clinker.
What products do we add?
What’s the process? What’s
the main waste produced in
the process?

2 Forces, loads and effort
3 Types of forces
4 Conditions of structures

Bridge simulator

4 The carbon footprint of the
construction of a standard
building is equivalent to
30 years of its use and
maintenance. This graph
shows the percentages of
emissions for each part of
the construction.

WORKING WITH TECHNOLOGY
Construction of paper and
cardboard structures

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
AND SUSTAINABILITY
New structures, processes
and materials

WORK ON YOUR KEY
COMPETENCES

Foundations
Foundations and
and screed
screed
Structure
Structure
Groundworks
Groundworks
Fittings
Fittings
Transport
Transport to
to site
site
Utilities
Utilities

Building efficient structures
A company has commissioned
us to make models of different
bridges to test their structural
behaviour. You’ll have to
design and build a bridge of
triangulated bars.
Try to make your structure is
as efficient as possible, which
means it uses the least amount
of material possible.

Interior finishings
finishings
Interior
Plastering
Plastering
Flooring
Flooring
Interior walls
walls
Interior
Façades
Façades
Roofing
Roofing

Which part of the
construction has the
biggest carbon footprint?
How can we reduce this
footprint?

CO2 emissions in construction

The greatest challenge for architecture and construction in the new
millennium is sustainability. This applies to the building process and the
materials used in order to reduce the energy dependency of the buildings
of the future.
Construction is an industry that causes a lot of pollution because it
uses cement. If the cement industry were a country, it would have the
third highest rate of CO2 emissions (8%) after China and the US. One of
cement’s main ingredients is clinker, a material made by sintering (fusing
together) clay and limestone at 1 400 °C, which requires fuel and releases
carbon forming CO2 as a waste product of the chemical process.
CO2

Rotary oven
1400 0C

Clay and limestone
Hot air

Clinker

In Think and discuss,
there are activities that
promote reflection on
and debate about the
contents of the text.

In this country, the percentage
of emissions from the cement
industry is as high as 19%, so it’s a
key contributor to the greenhouse
effect and a key factor in climate
change, and something that we
have to solve.
The solution to the problem
involves reducing the amount
of new construction projects,
reusing existing ones and
designing more efficient
structures. We must also use new,
less-polluting materials, such as
wood, cement with less clinker,
materials obtained from waste or,
even better, bio-cement.

OXFORD PROJECTS

Go to your GENiOX Desktop.
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In addition, by going to your
Desktop
you can access Oxford Projects. You can
consolidate your learning with this digital
resource, which includes tasks and simulators.

The introductory texts have been selected to foster individual
growth (emotional, social and academic) and to encourage
you to respond to the challenges facing the world today: the
achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals, children’s
rights, gender equality and digital competence. They’ll also
help you to develop the personal, academic and professional
competences you’ll need in the future.

Development
These boxes introduce
interesting facts or ask
questions based on
everyday life, experiments
or images. This helps you
to deduce what content
will be covered in the
section.

1 What's a structure?
1

frame: supporting structure of an
object.

2

column: vertical stone or piece of
wood that supports a roof or an
arch.

3

beam: horizontal piece of wood or
stone to support a roof or a floor.

4

deform: change the natural shape.

Why do vertebrates have skeletons? Why do cars have a chassis? Are there any
similarities? Why do plastic cups have ridges on the side? What's the purpose of a
crab’s shell?

All physical bodies or objects have a structure. The purpose of a structure is
to maintain the object's shape and not to bend or break when a force acts
on it.
Sometimes the structure is easy to identify inside the body or object, such
as the bones of vertebrates, the frame1 of a boat or the columns2 and
beams3 in a building. For other bodies or objects, the structures aren't easy
to distinguish because the whole object forms the structure.

What would happen if we didn’t have a skeleton? Why? What happens when we kick
a ball? And if we squeeze1 it in our hand?
Is the effect the same if the ball has no air in it?

1

squeeze: press together hard with
your fingers.

2

The reason why objects and bodies need structures is because of forces:
gravity, which causes them to have weight; wind, which moves trees and
buildings; the pressure caused by gases in a closed space; the pressure from
our muscles; or the pressure that comes from the effect of heat.

hammock: type of bed made from
a strong material, with ropes at
each end that we use to hang it
between two trees or posts.

A force is anything that can deform a body (static effect) or make it move
or stop (dynamic effect).

Forces

A structure is the set of elements of an object or body that support external
actions so that the object or body doesn't deform4 or break.

To define a force, we need to specify
the intensity, direction, line of action and the point of application.
line of
action

Static effect

Dynamic effect

2.1. Loads

direction
(outwards)

magnitude
(proportional
to the length
of the arrow)
point of
application

Forces that act on a specific structure are called loads. There are two types:

1.1. Natural and human-made structures
Natural structures aren’t made by people. They’re in living beings or in their
constructions, or they’re the result of geological processes. So, the shell of
a mollusc, a bird’s nest and a cave are all examples of natural structures.
Human-made structures are made by people. The legs of a table, the case
of a camera and the arches of a bridge are all examples of human-made
structures.

CLIL activities
1 In your notebook, draw and
explain the purpose of these
structures. Are they natural or
human-made?
a. a skeleton
d. a crab’s shell
b. a plastic cup e. a bee’s nest
c. a boat
f. a cave
Listen to the students
2
talking about structures. What
mistakes do they make?

The larger something is, the more important its structure is. In large
constructions, the structure is often clearly visible, such as in the Eiffel
Tower or skyscrapers, whereas small objects or bodies may have a structure
which we can hardly see.

CLIL activities
4

Answer the questions. Then, compare your answers with a
classmate.
a. What’s the purpose of a structure?
b. Why aren’t some structures easy to distinguish?
The purpose of a structure is to...
Some structures aren't easy to distinguish because...

Look around you. What
3
structures can you see? Discuss
their purpose with a classmate.
82
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4

2 Forces, loads and effort

TECHNOLOGY AND DIGITISATION

 Fixed or permanent loads. These don’t change over time. An example is the
weight of the structure of a bridge and its component parts, such as the
asphalt or columns.
 Variable loads. These sometimes affect the object and sometimes they
don’t. For example, the weight of the traffic and the people that cross the
bridge or the wind that hits it.

2.2. Effort
Imagine that a person lies down on a hammock2 and then on a bench. Do these
structures deform in the same way? Is the load on the bench different if the person
sits down instead of lying down? Do these actions have the same effect on the bench?

Depending on the point of application, its direction and line of action, and
the geometry of the structures, loads cause different types of tensions. This
is called effort.
An effort is the internal force that an object experiences when we apply one
or more forces.

CLIL activities
5

Work with a classmate. Say if the force has a
static or dynamic effect on these actions.
a. Hitting a golf ball
b. Pushing a shopping trolley
c. Your heart pumping blood

d. Sitting down on a sofa
The force in hitting a golf ball has a ... effect.
6

Listen and answer the questions about the types
of loads in your notebook. Check your answers with
a classmate.

4. Structures
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In the margins, there
are glossary boxes
with definitions of key
vocabulary, as well as
complementary texts
that reinforce or extend
the content.

Revision activities

Revision activities
32

The revision activities are organised by topic. They include
a wide variety of different types of activity that cover the
different key competences and all of them cover the STEM
and plurilingual competences.

Name five loads that can act on your body. Say
which ones are fixed and which ones are variable.

33

Name the most common types of forces and give
an example. Explain when each of them occurs.

34

Say whether the following statements are true or
false. Give reasons for your answers.
a. The cutting force only appears when we cut
something.
b. Traction is a force that tends to stretch an
object.
c. The human skeleton is basically subjected to
compression.
d. A plastic cup hasn’t got a structure.

35

42

Put the following structural elements in order,
according to their function and their order of
appearance throughout history: beam, arch, slab,
vault, column, lintel, triangulation, guy cable,
plinth, pile. Which elements appear in the photos?
What type are they?

c. Guy wires are only used to give stability to
structures.
d. Piles are narrow pillars used in small
constructions.
45

Choose something in the street that’s familiar to
you, such as a bench, a lamppost or a litter bin,
and do a formal and structural analysis of it. Use
photos and drawings.

46

What’s the difference between a column and a
beam? What do these elements do? What type of
force do they have to withstand? Draw and label a
diagram of each showing how loads usually act on
them.

47

Look at this bridge. As you can see, it has two
different types of structures. What are they?
Name the parts and say what type of force each
one supports. Do you think the two parts of the
bridge work well together? Explain your answer.

Say what kinds of forces these natural structures
are subjected to: a hanging nest, an elephant’s
foot, a bat’s wings spread out, a termite’s nest and
a swallow’s nest.

Make three cardboard rectangles measuring 10
cm x 30 cm. Fold them lengthwise and build three
profiles with them: one with a circular section,
one with a triangular section and the third with a
square section.
a. If we apply the same load to the top of all of
them, for example, the weight of your pencil
case, what kind of force are they bearing? Will
the intensity be the same in all cases?
b. With the same amount of material, which of
the three profiles do you think will best resist
this force? Why?

49

Study skills
I

 What are forces? What are loads?
 What kinds of loads are there?
 What’s a force in the case of structures? What are

Draw the forces that act on them for each one.

the main types of forces?

Draw the following structures and analyse the
forces each of its parts is subjected to:
a. a gymnastics bar
b. a swing
c. a chair
d. a ceiling fan

 What three conditions must a structure meet?

37

Why’s it easier for the legs of a chair to break if we
lean back on it?

 What structural elements do we associate with

38

What forces is a clothesline subjected to when we
hang clothes on it? Think about the material it’s
made of in your answer.

36

In the Study skills section, you’ll make a summary of the unit,
a concept map and a scientific glossary. You’ll be able to use all
of these resources to revise the contents of the unit.

Make a summary of the unit answering these
questions:
 What are structures for?

39

 How can we improve how a structure behaves

against each condition?

 How have structures evolved throughout history?
 What main types of structures have we

developed?

each type of structure?

 What type of stress is each type of structural

43

Say which materials (wood, concrete, stone
or steel) we use to manufacture the following
structural elements: beam, guy wire, plinth and
buttress. Keep in mind that, as well as structural
reasons, there may be other reasons why we use it.
Explain your answer.

40 List the advantages of reinforced concrete over
stone.
41

94

What’s the function of the foundations of
a building? When are slabs or piles used as
foundations instead of plinths? Why are they
used?

Search the Internet for images of these
famous bridges and aqueducts. Explain which
structural type each one is and what materials the
builders used to build them:
a. The Roman bridge in Córdoba
b. Rande Bridge in Vigo
c. Barqueta Bridge in Sevilla
d. San Pablo Bridge in Cuenca
e. The aqueduct of Segovia
f. Angel Custodio Bridge in Valencia

44 Say if the following statements are true or false.
Explain your answers.
a. Triangulated bar structures can be made of
stone.
b. Steel is a structural material that's typically
used in mass structures.

48 What’s the difference between a column and a
beam? What do these elements do? What type of
force do they have to withstand? Draw and label a
diagram of each showing how loads usually act on
them.

element subjected to?

II

Draw a concept map of the unit. Include
these concepts: force, load, stress, stability,
resistance, rigidity, mass structures, post and
lintel structures, vaulted structures, triangulated
structures, suspended structures, reinforced
concrete structures, laminated structures,
geodesic structures, pneumatic structures.

III

Create your own glossary with the most
important terms from this unit. Include:
compression, tension, bending, torsion, cutting
effort, plinth, slab, lintel, pilaster, column, beam,
flying buttress, buttress, guy wire, reinforced
concrete, crossed struts.

4
3
2
5

6
1

4
6
1

5

2
3

Passnotes

r
arch
stone net

Revision activities

Concept map

36º
R
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Practical skills sections
There are three sections that help you work on your practical
technological skills:

Working with technology
Construction of paper and cardboard structures
Making sheets of paper and cardboard into a resistant structure requires the proper techniques. Next, we will study
different ways of forming the materials so that we can use them in the construction of the bridge.
It’s especially important that we pay attention to how to connect the different elements and materials, because, as
we’ve already learned, the connections are the weakest points in a structure.

Cardboard

String

To work with cardboard, we have to remember that its
resistance is greater in one direction than in another,
because of its internal structure. Identify the differences
in the photos below:

String or thread can be key to a structure. But sometimes
it's difficult to join it to other materials, because it’s
slippery and difficult to hold in place. We have to use
knots with grooves where we tie it to the material, or by
winding it and fixing it with glue. Look at the following
connections between string and other elements.

Once you understand how the cardboard is made, find
out which direction it’s more resistant in and answer:

Paper

a. Which of these two pieces would be better to use
as a bridge deck?

We can use sheets of recycled paper to build resistant bars. How can we do this?

Trabaja con
Working
with
el ordenador
computers

2. Use glue or sticky tape to stick the end piece down
onto the bar.
3. Cut off the ends of the bar. Why do you think it's
important to cut off the ends?

Bridge simulator
Working with simulators allows us to test the behaviour
of structures and to improve the design in a virtual
environment before we build them. In this activity, we
will use the Bridge Designer program, which you can
download at: Bridgedesigner.org
Simulators help us to obtain the best structure possible,
that is, one that meets the required specifications at the
lowest cost.

4. To make the bars thicker and more resistant, we can roll
several sheets together. The thinner the paper is, the
easier it will be to roll it.

the design of the structure

We can directly reduce the section of the tensioned bars
that have little tension. The slightly compressed bars can
be replaced by other hollow ones of the same size so we

A groove
an object
don’tand
increase
their width.
tied with a knot

Screen 5. This allows you to choose a predesigned truss,
try the six types to visualise them, and then mark none
to make a free design.

Every time we make a change, we have to do a new load
test to see how the tensions in the bars are affected.

b. How can we reinforce the cardboard so that it
withstands
Screen 6. Here you can give your project a name
if you bending forces better?
 Sometimes we may need to want
make to.
the joints stronger.
To do this, cut out triangles or semicircles of thin
Screen
7. brackets
The simulator
explains the design process that
cardboard to use as brackets.
Join the
to
tothese
follow:
the bars where they meet atyou’re
a node.going
Look at
examples:
1. Click finish to access the drawing screen.

Thread is very useful for holding the joints of bars that
cross each other. A joint made with thread and glue is
solid and resistant.

 Working with computers. In this section, you’ll
learn how to use information Technology as
a tool to explore, analyse, design, model and
digitalise technological objects.

Assembling the bridge

Technology workshop

During the test, your design is tested, first to the
2. Draw the nodes or joints of the structure.
When you assemble your structure,
remember
theseand
points:
bridge’s
own weight
then, to the weight of a

truck. in
It will
breaking
1. Number all the parts of the bridge
the show
plans.any
Group
thosetensions, excessive
deformations or the collapse of the structure.
that
4. Carry out the load test to check if your parts
design
is are similar and make them at the same time.
3. Draw the bars between the nodes.

 To get longer bars we can insert one inside the other.
We use different thicknesses to make sure that they
fit together.

Phase one:

Two grooves, winding
Ideas to improve
and gluing

The program assigns a predetermined bar size to the
design and warns you if the bridge isn’t stable because
it needs more triangulations. In that case, add the
necessary bars to correct it.

Screen 4. Set the quality of the concrete as standard,
and tick permit for the applied load, as this is the one
that's similar to your project.

 Working with technology. In this section, you’ll learn
about interesting methods and techniques for working
with materials and tools, applying what you’ve learned
throughout the unit.

Winding and gluing

5. If we want to join two bars perpendicularly, we either
flatten both at the point of the join, or cut them at
an angle, or bevel the ends so that they fit together
perfectly.

1. Roll the sheet of paper diagonally from one of its
corners to make a bar.

and resistant (Test/Load test). 2. Divide the work so that everyone has something to do. BuildFunctional
the
Typological analysis ofstable
structures
analysis of structures
conditions of use
biggest pieces first to fit the smaller pieces to later.
5. Use the results of the test to add or reinforce

b. Now let’s analyse the second photo. In it, we can also
In this type of analysis, we will decide what type
In this type of analysis, we will study how the structure and its
 We can also join bars together using other thinner
elements.
that the
bridge
3. Try
totypes
find the
elements of the structure that you can build elements work, according to the loads they need to bear.
bars, which we insert intoScreen
one end1.ofDescribe
each. To the characteristics
distinguish
two
of structures:
of structure
they
used in a construction
and what
Introducing different types of bars in the design will
have.
Read
Next. we can recognise in it.6. Improve the result by using fewer bars to
separately
strengthen the join, use a must
strip of
sticky
tape.them and clickelements
lower theon the plan. For example, a side of the bridge, a

 In the foreground,
canOnce
see a you’ve
cable-stayed
analyse how a structure works,
we must
howproject,
the loads
increase
theimagine
cost of the
so you must work with
pillar or thewe
deck.
built all the pieces, assembleTo
the
structure.
We can see vertical metal supports, two
transfer from the point where they
apply
thebars.
ground that
groups
of to
equal
structure.
guy wires and a stretched canvas as You’ll
a cover.
Theto add nodes and bars
supports
them;
and what efforts they cause as they pass through
have
until your
model
Whenever we make a change, we can check the total
4. Finally,
joincanvas
the elements
that you’ve
already
made and thenthe
add
and the
resist tension
forces,
andexample,
of to
each
structural element.
Screen 3. Decide: what’s the elevation
theimage,
bridgewe can seePhase
two: structures
bridge design guy wires
resists.
In the
all we had toinside
do was
reinforce
a. In thisoffirst
two different
cost and the construction budget.
theresist
smaller
auxiliary pieces
and
theis guy
Elevation view of the bridge
the pillars
compression
forces;
this
the wires.
deck above the ground? Will yourused
bridge
a lower
the
diagonals
at both ends.
to have
bridge
the same riverbed
slope.
First,or
draw
all the nodes of the structure,
as
need bridges.
sameOnce
as you
suspension
arch? Will your bridge have anchors? It might be
the structure
is built, study its final characteristics, elements,
these
in
order
to
draw
the
bars
between
them.
 with
In the
foreground,
interesting if the whole class starts
the
same initialthere’s an old stone and brick
and
weighta to
see howstructure
it has changed from the initial
 In thedimensions
background,
there’s
laminated
bridge. Although it has a semi-circular
arch, this
characteristics.
Now, incorporate
the bars between formed
the nodes.
design.
You curved
can seesheets
that the
we construct
something greatly
by eight
in way
the shape
of
is a mass structure. The builders who constructed
affectsThis
thetype
result.
a parabola.
of curve gives the sheets
1
these structures used stone and brick walls on the
great resistance, so that they can be very thin
2
outside and filled them with other materials on the
and support their own weight. These structures
inside. In this case, the arch is necessary to allow
3
withstand compression forces.
5
the water to pass through it.
cost.
Screen 2. This is about participating
the
competition,
Then,inwe
will
do an analysis of the structures
shown in
tick No and click Next.
two different photos.

100

 At the top of the image, there’s a modern viaduct.
It’s built with prefabricated concrete pillars and
metallic triangulated beams. These support a
concrete deck. The triangulated beams make the
structure lighter and avoid very large spans. This
reduces the number of pillars or supports the
bridge needs. We usually use these elements when
the bridge we’re building is very high because using
a lot of pillars increases the cost of the project.

BLOCK: PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESSES
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With
the help of the program, draw the bridge
6
that you have designed for your project. Test it
In the table that shows the tensions of each bar, blue
and check that it meets the conditions of stability,
means tension and red means compression. The darker
rigidity and resistance. After that, decrease the
they are, the closer they are to breaking. Use the colours
section in the bars that support less tension. This
Practice
to decrease the section of the least tensioned elements.
will show you which bars of your bridge should be
of thisand
bridge?
types of forces appear in each
2 What do you think is the purposethicker
5 Explaininwhat
which are less important
the overall
What do you think is under it? Isstrength
it for pedestrians
element
of thebebridge under the loads mentioned
of the structure and can
therefore
or vehicles?
in the previous activity.
thinner.
3 Identify and name elements 1-8 of the bridge in
6 Could we interchange the materials used to make
the technical drawing. List what material each of
the deck and the arch? Explain which ones you
them is made of.
would use.4. Structures
99
4 Draw the elevation of the bridge. Then, explain
7 How can we attach guy wires and the deck to the
how it deforms under the loads of its own weight
beam? Design a type of joint for each one.
and of the weight of the people walking across it.
9:44 notebook and
in your
8 Copy the following table17/3/22
complete it:

Look at the image:

BLOCK: PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESSES
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Element
arch

a. What types of structures can you see?
b. Why do you think that these two types
of structures have been used in the same
construction?
c. What elements can you identify in each of
them?
d. What are the pieces that make up the arch
called? And the piece in the centre of it?
96

Practice

Phase three: improving the structure

As you draw the elements, you will see a table with
numbered bars on the screen with the following: type of
material, shape and size of section,
length and width.
Practice
98

1

Shape

Material
···

parabola

guy wires

···

decks

elongated prism

pillar

···

bracket

···

plinth

···

···

crossed struts

···

Force
compression

···

···

···

···

···
···

prism

lower beam

Function
to support the bridge

···
steel
···

···

···

···

steel

···
···

to decrease beam span

···
···
···

to avoid deformation of the steel

BLOCK: PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESSES
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Emerging technologies and
sustainability
In this section,
you’ll see how
technological and
digital developments
are giving rise to new
concepts and more
environmentallyfriendly products.
These new concepts
and products will
revolutionise our
lives in the coming
years.

 Technology workshop. In this section, you’ll
use procedures and activities to analyse
technological objects. You’ll learn how to define
any technological problem and set up problemsolving processes.

101

5

7

8
Once you have a stable and resistant design, you can
move on to the next phase.

Work on your key
competences
The Learning situation in Work
on your key competences
enables you to put the contents
you’ve studied into practice in
an integrated manner, as well as
allowing you to relate them to
the Sustainable Development
Goals.

LEARNING SITUATION

Emerging technologies and
sustaina
susta
bilitinabil
y ity
Emerging technologies and

Innovation in the world

of construction

In the field of structure
s, there are currently
several key areas of
will see some of the
research and developm
results and they will
contribute to the efficiency
ent. In the next decade,
we
Bio-cement
and sustainability of
structures.
Engineers are developin
g materials that synthesis
calcium and carbon,
e cement through
in the same way that
coral reefs form in
nature. One applicatio
n of these biomater
ials will be self-repai
concrete. This will contain
ring
capsules of bacteria
that release to fill cracks
and lactic acid
when they appear in
the material. These
biomaterials will have
a very small carbon
footprint.
UHPC - Ultra High
Performance Concrete
This is based on the
addition of acetate
fibres and fluidising
to a fine mass to make
agents
it ten times more resistant
and bending than normal
to compression
concrete. This enables
larger arches for bridges
us to build much
and buildings, improving
their efficiency.
3D printing structura
l elements
 We can use 3D printing
to create concrete
formwork with
complex geometries,
using the least amount
of material
possible, that can be
customised for each
project.
 We can also directly
print with materials
such wet concrete,
which is laid in layers
to build walls of buildings.
production costs a
This reduces
lot. We can also use
direct 3D printing to
create round geometri
c shapes.
Smart structures

Another area in developm
ent that will improve
structures in buildings
structures. These sensors
is the incorporation
can give us informati
of sensors inside the
on instantly about safety
supporting; how deformat
issues, such as the stress
ions are developing;
and the existence of
that the material is
us to carry out preventio
cracks or damp inside
n or maintenance work
the structures. This will
so that the structure
allow
does not deteriorate
or even collapse.

Work on your key competences
Building efficient structures

of materials possible while
that uses the least amount
design and construct a bridge
s.
The aim of this project is to
and meeting load-bearing specification
respecting the given dimensions

Analysis

following conditions in mind.
Analyse the problem with the
60 cm
a. Distance between supports:
of the span: 3 kg
b. Resistance in the centre
and white glue.
bridges. Make
c. Materials: paper, cardboard
and beams that we use to build
different triangulated trusses
how they work.
Investigate
2 Study previous solutions.
find to make sure you understand
of all the types of beams you
a list with freehand sketches

1

Idea

You can base it on the
cs you want the bridge to have.
Draw sketches with the characteristi
can use a bridge simulation
3 Design your own idea.
new one. At this stage, you
seen or invent a completely
best of the others that you’ve
program to test it.

Development

of bars, their length and
and make a list of the types
more accurate, annotated plans
such as joints and boards, and
4 Develop your idea. Draw
of the rest of the elements,
need. Make a scale drawing
how many of them you will
of each.
say how many you will need

Construction

make
5 Build the bridge. You can
construction.

scale drawings of the trusses

that you need for the base

on each side of your

Testing

load on it.
built by putting the correct
6 Test the bridge that you’ve
how it works.
its main characteristics and
and a description of your bridge,
7 Record a video of the test

Activities
1
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Think of the advantag

es of using each one

of the technologies

in the texts on this

page.

4. Structures
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Throughout the unit there
are
activities, which are
connected to the Learning
situation.
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Desktop there’s a Task guide, which includes the self-assessment rubrics.
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About your Technology and Digitalisation I book
Projects and the guided project
At the end of the book, you’ll find three projects that bring together what you’ve learned in various units. These paced
projects will allow you to use your creativity and imagination within a project methodology framework.
The guided project is designed so that you can apply project methodology to the design and construction of a car.
PROJECTS

Technology and digitalisation

Design and make
a drawbridge

 Do you remember what the purpose of technology is?
 What does digitalisation contribute?
 Why are projects an important part of it?
 What stages do we have to complete when we do a project?
Throughout history, humans have used technology to satisfy their needs,
creating objects that make their lives easier, from consumer goods to
digital resources. The project method plays a vital role in the development
of these solutions.

Throughout history, bridges have helped people to cross
rivers, lakes and areas of land, connecting physical places
and their communities. Bridges can be classified by their
use: static bridges for trains, cars and pedestrians and
mobile bridges, such as drawbridges, which can be
temporarily or permanently removed. You can find
drawbridges at the mouths of navigable rivers. These
bridges can be raised by electric motors to let large boats
pass.

Technology is key to understanding how our digitalised society works. It
uses scientific and technical knowledge to meet specific needs in a creative
way. It’s important to use technology in a responsible, sustainable manner,
understanding its impact on the environment and health, and promoting
equality and respect for others.

Doing this project will help you to:

truss

support

deck

axle joint

support

• Design and construct your own drawbridge.

The Working with key competences in the units bring all of these elements
together. These have laid the foundations for the projects we’re going to
do now. These projects are more ambitious and aim to consolidate the
knowledge we’ve acquired throughout the year. As we do these projects,
think about the SDGs we’ve learned about, and follow the project method.
We may have to make slight variations as necessary:

• Build structures, and understand the importance of
triangles in making a lightweight and resistant structure.
• Use manual and automatic tools to work the drawbridge.

winder

base

counterweight

auxiliary raising
pulley

1. Introducing the task

1. Analysis

To design and build a one-deck swinging drawbridge to
facilitate both road and river transport.

Projects

3. Development of the Idea
4. Construction
5. Testing
These projects are quite challenging and we have to make individual effort
as well as good teamwork. For each project, we’ll need to apply knowledge
from several different units of the book. The projects are complex
tasks that we can use to measure our progress towards developing key
competences.

electric motor

• The structure should have a triangular shape,
it should be made using lightweight materials like
paper or plastic straws or bamboo/wooden barbecue
skewers, and joined together using pieces of cardboard.

speed
reduction
mechanism

2. Chess for everyone includes content from units 1, 2, 3 and 6.
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Development of the idea

STEA M

Building a chess set
Chess for everyone

5

a chess master,
If you’re not already
to
the opportunity
you like to take part?
This will give you
tournament. Would
vertical chess set.
organised a chess
you’ll build a large
Imagine your school
skills.
one. In this project,
or improve your
you’re about to become
how to play chess
t materials and learn
work with differen

PROJECT AIM

chess set
is to build a vertical
The aim of this project program to teach people
a
for your school, design move, and organise a chess
t pieces
how the differen
championship.
tions:
Follow these specifica
measuring
ard must be a square
 The vertical chessbo m.
31
approximately 1 m
securely but be
stick to the board
like magnets or
 The pieces must
a detachable system
easy to move. Use
velcro.
the game.
down the rules of
 You must write
piece moves when
explain how each
ion and a visual
 The program must
g an audio descript
you select it, providin
demonstration on

In this project, you’re

going to...

about chess,
find information
 Look online to
the design of
of the game and
including the rules
pieces.
the chessboard and
ions.
set and its instruct
 Design a chess
.
set you have designed
 Build the chess
the different
that explains how
 Design a program
pieces move.
your school.
championship at
 Organise a chess

the board.

PROJECT STAGES

6

7

17/3/22 18:45
pieces.
the chessboard and
Write plans for building
need. If
s and tools you will
s you will
Choose the material
budget for any material
necessary, write a
need to buy.
the chess set.
building
for
Write a work plan

Technology is the set of knowledge, techniques and processes used in the
design and construction of objects, machines and systems that satisfy needs
or solve problems.

move?

tation and presentation

Documen

Include:
your project report.
ting the
10 Finish and submit
and work plan, highligh
s you’ve
 Your chosen design
the tools and material
and
completed tasks,
it took. Include photos
used, and how long

information about:
Look online to find
chessboard.
 The design of the
 The game pieces.
game.
 The rules of the

illustrations.
product.
ions for the finished
 Maintenance instruct
game.
 The rules of the
and the solutions
you encountered
 Any difficulties
chose.
you
ting
the class, highligh
finished project to
11 Present your
report.
each section of the

Presentation of the
2

3

idea

chess set.
learned, design your
Based on what you’ve design and a list of all the
Provide a clear, detailed
materials you need.
listen to the
to your group and
Present your idea

ideas of others.
the best idea
matrix to choose
4 Design a decision
based on these factors:
the design,
attractiveness of
 Originality and
especially the pieces.
ls.
the materia
 Sustainability of
ction.
 Ease of constru
ls.
 Cost of the materia

208

SELF-ASSESSMENT

215

17/3/22 18:59

In this section, you’ll find a task proposal to which you’ll have to give a
technical solution, either individually or as a team.
The project includes a basic proposal and two alternatives. In each one, we
make proposals for improvement indicated by the symbol: ✺.

a 3D
and make them with
pieces using Tinkercad design repository to get
Design your chess
a 3D
a template from
printer. You can use
started.

Research and analysis
1

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A DRAWBRIDGE

You could say that technology is the implementation of scientific
215_229 Project drawbridge.indd 215
knowledge.

Construction and testing

steps you wrote in
set following the
8 Build the chess
the previous stage.
make sure it works.
built the chess set,
they easy to
9 Once you’ve
to the board and are
Do the pieces stick

✺ You can install an electric motor controlled by a crossing switch to raise
the bridge up and down automatically.

✺ Add
a speed-reducing
deviceofbetween the axle of the motor and the
Technology provides solutions to many
of the
problems and needs
forcause
safe and
efficient
performance.
human beings. It’s present in inventionswinder
that can
important
social
changes, as well as in the design and manufacture
of device
small objects
our
✺ The reducing
and theincrossing
switch can easily be removed for
daily life, such as chairs, pens, books andfuture
shoes.
Manufacturing any object
projects.
requires an organised creative process and knowledge from different
✺ Install a light signal to indicate when the bridge is up or down.
areas.

205

Doing out these projects will allow you to put what you learn in this course
into practice and acquire the following skills:

ve action

Individual and collecti

nship:
For the chess champio
for the championship.
 Choose a date
for the
by designing posters
tion to
 Advertise the event
and uploading informa
school noticeboard
the school website.
part.
and students to take
 Encourage all staff
chess. For
playing
of
Highlight the benefits
decisions concentration,
example, it improve
mental agility.
making skills and
in the local
other championships
part.
 Find out about
ed students can take
area so that interest

Proposal

Skills

Design and build a suspension bridge

• Draw and read orthographic projections or views
of simple objects.
• Use drawing and measuring instruments correctly,
efficiently and with confidence, as well as hand
and power tools for building the objects we’ve
proposed.
• Analyse the importance of structures in general,
and especially the triangle in a light, resistant
structure.
• Learn about the transmission of motion.
• Observe how electric controls work and what
effects they produce.

Alternative proposals:
• Design and build a tower crane
• Design and build a lift

Stages in the technological process
To provide a solution to a problem or a need, we have to think, do and
check. This is the basis of the project method, which we use to solve
technical problems. We apply it constantly in the real world, and so we
use it in the technology workshop. When we use the project method,
we follow the technological process, which has the following stages and
parts:

e this

Desktop and complet
Go to your GENiOX
self-assessment table.

project specifications.
You followed the
to build the board
of the materials available
You made the most
and pieces.
all the required sections.
report, including
You wrote the project
rules of the game.
You wrote down the
section of
highlighting each
project,
finished
You presented the
the report.
descriptions of how
with audio and video
You wrote the program
the pieces move.
championship.
chess
the
You organised

Excellent

Satisfactory

In progress

Unsatisfactory

…

…

…

…
…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
…

…

…

Technological stage
Need or problem

Project

crossing switch

Improvement proposal (optional)

Introduction

GUIDED PROJECT
PROJECTS

winder

• The bridge should occupy the space designated by
the teacher.

The aim of this project is to use your knowledge of drawing and electricity to create an innovative electric game,
building circuits and working with different materials. You’ll also write the rules of the game and create a video
advert.

PROJECTS

base

• The deck should be capable of being raised automatically using a handle
winder.

Games for bright sparks

3. Games for bright sparks includes content from units 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8.

deck
support

• The deck should be made with lightweight materials:
paper sheets, cardboard, chipboard and open corrugated
cardboard.

In this project, you’ll build a vertical chess set so that a large audience can follow a chess championship at a distance.
You’ll also design a program to teach people how the different chess pieces move. You’ll experiment with different
materials (wood and metal) and techniques (making the chess set with those materials or using 3D printing).

1. Let’s recycle includes content and procedures from units 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
and 7.

axle joint

The object you are about to build must be constructed
according to these guidelines:

The aim of this project is to design and build a recycling point for your class. You’ll analyse your class or school’s
recycling needs and options, then build a recycling point with bins for different types of waste. The recycling bins
must be visually attractive and easy to use.

Chess for everyone

The three projects are on topics covered in different units of the book:

truss

support

Characteristics of the task

Let’s recycle

Think

1. Identify
2. Analyse
the problem the problem
or need.
or need.

3. Research
and choose
information.

Technical stage
Do

4. Propose
5. Plan the
6. Build.
solutions and work, means
choose the
and the
best one.
materials
Design.
we need.

Check

7. Check that
the solution we
chose meets
the initial
specifications.

8. Present
and assess
the object
and work
process.

Solution

2. Idea

204

auxiliary
raising pulley
counterweight

…
PROJECT II

Project report and rubric
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Symbols used in this book
Some sections and activities in this book are specifically designed to develop
the key competences and to focus on aspects of your individual development
and the challenges of today’s world.
The symbols below help you to identify these sections and activities.
KEY COMPETENCES

Remember that Technology
and Digitisation mainly works the
STEM competence. This means
k
that all of the activities in this boo
l
wel
as
e,
enc
develop that compet
as the plurilingual competence.

Linguistic competence
Plurilingual competence
 ompetence in Science, Technology,
C
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
Digital competence
 ersonal and social competence and
P
learning to learn
Civic competence
Entrepreneurial competence
Cultural awareness and expression
6

TECHNOLOGY AND DIGITISATION

FOCUS ON
Children’s rights
Gender equality
 hysical and emotional
P
wellbeing

OTHER SYMBOLS
	Learning situation
Speaking activity
	Group activity and cooperative
learning

Digital competence
The world of work
The Sustainable
Development Goals

STEA M

	STEAM task (interdisciplinary
activity)

		 Downloadable material

The

Desktop

The GENiOX Desktop is a digital space where you can access your digital book, as well as a wide range of resources in
different formats (such as video, HTML and PDF). These will help you with the tasks and processes that are the basis of
your learning: observation, analysis, consolidating and expanding your knowledge, study skills and exam revision.
Unit presentation


Oxford Pojects, which works on the contents digitally through tasks, animations and simulators



Animations that help you to visualise processes and mechanisms in a dynamic way



Simulators that allow you to work in a virtual laboratory


Video of the guided project



Digital revision activities to test your knowledge in an interactive format

PDF Concept maps, dictionary worksheets and scaffolding worksheets


Weblinks to expand your knowledge and find information for research tasks

The Sustainable Development Goals
The UN launched the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 for its
member states to adopt. The SDGs aim to end poverty, reduce inequality and
injustice and tackle climate change for everyone in the world.

Go to your
Desktop
to learn about the objec
tives
associated with each Su
stainable
Development Goal.

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN PLANETARY BOUNDARIES
GOVERNMENT

2050

PARTNERSHIPS

2030
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
SUSTAINABLE
RESOURCE USE

UNIVERSAL
VALUES

BASIC HUMAN NEEDS

ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE EARTH

TECHNOLOGY AND DIGITISATION
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